
 

 
 

REPORT QUESTIONS 
Grantees will submit reports once a year. Grantees with 1-year terms will submit one final report after 12 months. 
Grantees with 2-year terms will submit a midpoint reflection of progress to date and a final grant after 2 years. 
 
 
 
FOSTER JEW-ISH1 CONNECTION 
 

● Remind us: How did you define the before and after for compelling Jew-ish connection  
in your application?  

○ What benchmarks did you set to measure impact and what did you learn? 
○ Who was your target demographic?  

 

● How many stories/testimonials did you capture about feelings of belonging to Jew-ishness? 
○ Please share these stories/testimonials below or submit using alternative media. 

 
 
LEARNING MINDSET 
 

● How many stories/testimonials did you capture about how a grantee benefits from stakeholders’ 
influence in the design and implementation of a program/initiative? 

○ Please share these stories/testimonials below or submit using alternative media. 
 

● Whether you achieved what you set out to do or not, what did you learn about your process or the needs 
of the community? How did hearing stories contribute to this learning? How did this impact the overall 
operations, culture and effectiveness of your organization/venture? 
 

● Is there still more work to do? How might you envision the next step? 
 

● To what extent did you find it useful to learn new tools and techniques for testing and learning? 
 

 
UNDERREPRESENTED SEGMENTS POSITIONED TO HAVE INFLUENCE IN DESIGN  
OF PROGRAM/INITIATIVE 
 

● Recap for us how you planned to position underrepresented segments to have influence in the design and 
implementation of your program/initiative?  

○ To what extent did you achieve your goal? 
 

 
OTHER INPUTS 
 

We are requesting the following data to better understand the reach of all Reflect Cincy initiatives collectively, 
rather than to evaluate effectiveness of any one funded initiative: 

○ How many unique individuals in your target demographic benefited from your project? 
○ How many unique individuals did you position to have influence in the design and 

implementation of your program/initiative? 

 
1 The term “Jew-ish” refers to people with Jewish roots but varying levels of religious practice or belief, communal affiliation, or 
personal identity. 


